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 My time on the rod, a big wave, a place, and one soul. Greetings all. I have had the privilege of playing my Hamer Custom
classical guitar for the last year and a half and I am now ready to build my own custom. One of the first electric guitars I ever

played was a Hamer Fender Stratocaster. The shape of the guitar is very 'impressing'. When I saw Hamer guitars on a website a
few years ago, I thought I would give them a shot. The first Hamer I saw on that website was the signature HB Spanish fretless. I

wanted to get my hands on this guitar so badly, but it was sold out. A few months later I saw a Hamer Fender Stratocaster on
ebay for a steal. So I got one and played it for a year and it worked out great, and now I'm going to build my own. My guitar is

my project guitar and I am going to have fun with this one. I plan on using Mahogany with Maple or Ebony neck. I want a single
cutaway neck so I can play it in an open tunings like drop D and drop C, and I also plan on ordering the Bigsby for a single

volume control. My body is going to be a rosewood body and I plan on playing a strat neck thru a Strat cap. I'd like to make the
body by myself in Montana and have the neck hand made in North Carolina by a local luthier. I plan on having a fully set neck
and fretboard, and it will be in a tortoise shell fretboard case. My guitar will be very similar to this one. I have no idea what he
plans to do with it, but I've seen this guitar on his instagram a few times. He has some pretty cool work and his hand making is
nice. Anyone know if the Hamer from this photo will be for sale this summer? Since I had a response for that question, I went
ahead and purchased it on ebay on another website. It's a beautiful guitar. Gonna let you in on the secret: Hamer guitars are all

made in the USA! I have a friend who bought a '57 Strat that Hamer had re-stringing on the custom order. It's an absolute
beauty. Unfortunately the guy who made it was booked the rest of the year with it. TOP TEN HOMEMADE GLUEDINES
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